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Algebras

of Real-Valued Uniform

Maps.

G. ARTICO - A. LE DONNE - R. MOBESCO

(*)

Introduction.
The main

object of this paper is a particular full subcategory of
category of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous functions
(which we shall sometimes call simply « maps )~). Such category,
which we denote by 9ty consists of those uniform spaces whose set
of real-valued uniform maps turns out to be an algebra. It is easily
shown that the category 9t is closed under quotients,y colimits and
coproducts; on the contrary subspaces and products of objects in 9t
generally do not belong to U any longer.
The investigation of certain classes of algebras of uniformly continuous functions has been tackled by J. R. Isbell in [1.1] and A. W.
Hager in the more general context of vector lattices [H]. However
the

condition has been given to characterize the objects of the caWe can observe that there exist some classes of uniform
spaces which trivially belong to the category W such as fine spaces
and precompact spaces; more generally we shall prove that locally
fine spaces belong to 9t; this fact is obtained as an application of our
main result (Theorenl 1 .3) w hich gives a characterization of the
spaces ftX belonging to U in terms of a certain uniformity e of R.
Such e is the weak uniformity of the continuous polynomial dominated
functions and it turns out that these functions are the only uniformly
continuous functions from ~OR to R equipped with the usual uniformity:
so that eR is in 5l{. An accurate description of p is given.
no

tegory 5l{.

(*) Indirizzo degli AA.: Istituto di Matematica
Via Belzoni, 7 - 35100 Padova,

Applicata dell’Universit4 -
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The second paragraph deals with convexity of the algebras of realvalued uniform maps in C(X ) .
In [H] Hager points out that there exists a coreflection from the
category of uniform spaces onto the category % : in the third paragraph
we give a direct construction of this coreflection by means of the

uniformity

Q.
The last section is devoted to the study of the algebras of realvalued uniform maps, namely of their prime ideals: we point out some
analogies between such algebras and the algebras C(X). The similarity
does not work on the order structure of these quotients: an example
is given in which every hyper-real quotient field fails to be ~1.

1. A characterization of the

objects

of W.

In this paper we are concerned with uniformities regarded as filters
coverings and all the proofs are obtained using the relative techniques ; for axioms, terminology and notations we refer to [1.2]. If u
is the usual uniformity on the real line, we shall briefly write R ininstead of
stead of uR ; and we shall write
R) to denote

of

the set of all uniform maps from the uniform space flX to R.
Let p be a uniformity on R finer than u such that U(,uR) is an
contains the identity function i, it necessarily
algebra: since
contains the polynomial functions (in one variable); moreover if a
continuous function f is dominated by a polynomial p (i.e.
we have

belongs

to

U(,uR)

because

The set of continuous polinomial dominated functions is
algebra; we denote by p the weak uniformity induced
family of functions.
an

a

DEFINITION. A countable covering
topological space X is said to be a chain if

|i-j|&#x3E;1.

plainly
by this

open}
ZJ~

f1

of

0 whenever

407

1.1 LEMMA. Let
the condition:

ce

be the set of the chains of R which

I*) there exist natural numbers
k &#x3E; 0 it is: card
[- k, k] n Ui-=F ~~
the power of the set A).
a is a sub-basis of ~o.

n, m

~m

satisfy

such that for every real

+ 1~n (we denote by card A

PROOF. For real e &#x3E; 0, let Ue be the chain whose elements are
the balls B(i8, E) with radius 8 and center i8, i E Z and f: R - R
continuous and dominated by a polynomial which can be thought
of the form m + xn without lack of generality; the inverse image
is of course a chain and satisfies the condition * for:

then
E a. Now choose 91 E a; every Ui E ~ is a disjoint union
of open intervals; we are going to shrink 91 taking in place of Ui the
set Ui made of the connected components of Ui which are not contained
in a different
the family
is still a covering: in
fact’ if r belongs to a single Ui , then x E I~2 ; otherwise x E (a, b ) r1
r1 (c, d) where (ac, b) is a component of Ui , (c, d) a component of
a = c E Uk would imply Ui n
Uk = 0 against the definition; so
either
or
Trivially 91’ is a chain and a component (a, b) of Ui borders on intervals of
or
If (a, b) is a component of
we define on [a, b] : f (x) = i if x
belongs just to Ui (such points do exist since R is connected); f (a) = j
if a belongs to U~
and similarly f (b) ; elsewhere
let f be linear.
It is not hard to prove that the definition of f is a good one;
If m, n are
realizes
TL since f -1(n -1, n -~- 1 ) = Un, for
f
constants related to 91 by the property *, f is dominated by the polynomial m + xn + |f(0)
| -f- 1: in fact, since the indexes i for which
x
if
x]
0]
[0, ( [x,
0) meets U’ form an interval in Z (again since [0 , x]
is connected and TL is a chain) and their number is less or equal to
m + xn,
and since x E Ui implies i-1
f (x) i + 1, we have
+ xn + 1. This implies that a is contained in e, hence
)f(r) - f(0 ) )
the thesis follov-s. m

(c, d) U;.
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coincides with the
1.2 THEOREM.
dominated continuous functions.

algebra

of

polynomial

the polynomial dominated continuous functions
Then observe that a finite intersection of chains
of a, . although it is not a chain, verifies the condition ~x : in fact let qyi,
i
1, ... , s, be chains of ot, mi and ni suitable constants as in *, and
V Clearly for every positive real number 1~ we have :

Trivially

PROOF.
belong to
=

for suitable m, n. Let f belong to lT(eR) and call flLi the covering of
the open balls with integer center and radius one:
is coarser
than i0 =
.../B ’IDr for some i0; e a. It is not restrictive to suppose f(0 )
0, /(.r) ~0; if k is the greatest integer which does not exceed
f (x), there exist l~ -~- 1 points xo, ..., x~; E [o, x] such that f (xi) i;
since "U)
/-1(’lL1), the points xi, i 0, ... , k, must belong to distinct
elements of i0, then by condition * k +
+ m, which gives
==

=

=

+

m.

REMARK 1. A trivial consequence of the characterization of U(eR)
is that ~O does not coincide with the fine uniformity on R: for instance
exp (x) 0
1.3 THEOREM.

For

a

uniform space

flX,

the

following

are

equiv-

alent :

is

i)

see

PROOF.
that f E

i)

=&#x3E;

an

ii):

U(,aX,
Choose

pofE
ii)
of

a

and so
and also
+

map
=

is
i) :
f belonging

algebra.

To’
be an algebra and f E
then
enough to prove that if g E
a polynomial p &#x3E; 0 such that: lim
0;
x-+oo
by hypothesis we obtain that
that go f
closed under sums, and the square (any power)
to
eR). By hypothesis
eR) is in

Let
it is

==

=

at last the thesis follows from the

f . g = I ( ( f + g &#x3E; 2 - f 2 - g2 ) ...

.

equality
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1.4

COROLLARY.

PROOF.

The

Apply

following

=

U(eR).

theorems 1.2 and 1.3.

remarks show that theorem 1.3 cannot be

improved:

REMARK 2. There exist uniform spaces pX such that
~O )
is not an algebra: let
the projections xi, n belong
while their product is uniformly continuous for a unito
x
as
such
aR X aR if and only if a is the discrete uniformity.
formity
REMARK 3. Denote
maps from pX to R.

the set of the bounded uniform

by
is

an

algebra for every uniform space pX.

REMARK 4. There exist uniform spaces flX such that
eR)
we
R and prove
is an algebra and is different from
does not contain unbounded functions. Suppose that
that U(R,
it contains such a function f ; trivially it is not restrictive to assume
= n
that f (R) c [0, + oo) ; we choose a sequence xn E R such that
and f is non-constant on every neighbourhood of x~ . Let 8n E (0, 2 )
Let U == RBN, V==UB(n,8n);
such that
neN

is a chain belonging to ~O
not belong to the usual uniformity since it has
Furthermore U*(R) is contained in U(R,

hence {U, TT~
an

no

does
number.
Lebesgue
which is therefore

algebra.

The same argument works
uniform space.

changing R

with

a

connected metric

We are going now to apply theorem 1.3 to locally fine spaces (the
definition can be found in [1.2]).
the derivative of the uniformity u and by ~.,u
We indicate by
the locally fine reflection of ,u (see [1.2] chapter VII).
1.5. LEMMA. Let yX be a uniform space and assume that there
is a uniform covering IL whose elements are compact. Then fl(l) is
the fine uniformity and X is paracompact.
PROOF. Let flJ be an open covering; if U E ’l1, U n 4Y is uniform
U, hence ‘l~ is uniformly locally uniform, i.e. ‘l~ E ,u~l~. Now we have
and so FTfl === #(1). At last X is paracompact
since every open covering is normal
P 8.8~.

in

( [E]
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1.6
an

THEOREM. If

flX

is

a

locally

fine uniform space,

is

algebra.
PROOF. Observe that

The first inclusion holds since ). is a functor; the second follows from
the hypothesis and lemma 1.5; the third is obvious. The result follows now from theorem 1.3. r

2.

Convexity

of

Observe that owing to theorem 1.2, U(pR) is an order-convex algebra in C(R) ; furthermore it is trivial that U(pX) = C(X ) is a convex
algebra if It is the fine uniformity on X. However we have the

following:
2.1

PROPOSITION.

i) If f-lX is a precompact space, U(pX) is an algebra and U(pX)
is order-convex if and only if it coincides with C*(X), hence if and
only if the completion of pX is the Stone-Cech compactification.
ii)
Samuel

If f-lX belong to %, U(pX) is order-convex if and only
compactification is the Stone-Cech compactification.

PROOF.

i)

Trivial

by

the

equality:

if the

#-

First observe that
is convex if and only if
indeed the necessity is trivial, conversely for f E C(X),
g E U(,uX ) such that 0 f g we have f = //(1 -~- g) ~ (1 -[- g) where the
first factor is a bounded function. Furthermore if
denotes the
precompact reflection of uX, U* (,uX ) =
[1.2]
II.30 ) ;
(see
the conclusion follows from i). ®

ii)

is

convex:

Recall that for

a

topological space X

the

following

i) The fine uniformity is precompact.
ii) Every admissible uniformity is precompact.
iii) X is pseudocompact.

are

equivalent:

411

Hence we conclude that if X is a pseudocompact space then pX
belongs to 9t for every admissible uniformity p and U(pX) is convex
if and only if p is the fine uniformity. Moreover for a topological space X
we can

observe:

2.2 COROLLARY. Let flX be the Stone-Cech compactification of
the topological space X . For every X such that card
&#x3E; 1
is a non-convex
there is an admissible uniformity p for which

algebra.
PROOF.

Trivial.

If in

proposition 2.1 i) we add a completeness hypothesis, X becomes
compact, hence flX is fine; however we can give an example of a
is a non-convex algebra.
complete space such that
EXAMPLE. Take X
set J of I such that card
=

card I &#x3E;

yi :

~o}.

For every sub-

let:

The

coverings flLj form a basis for a’ uniformity p on the set X.
Clearly flX is a complete space. Take f E
and, for n E N, let
be
a
the
of
diameter
of
that
such
f ( U) is less than 1/n
covering a
U~~
for every U E %In’ then say J = yT n . We get that %:1 refines
neN
for every k E IBJ since
for every n E N, hence
~

=

consists
1 jJ1 for every it E N. Therefore
of the functions f E RX such that f (xi) - f (yi) out of a suitable countable set, hence it is an algebra; plainly it is not convex because
the characteristic function of the set (s, : I e I) is a bounded continuous function which is not a uniform map.

3. A coreflection

on

the

category W.

From the considerations at the beginning of section 1 we easily
is the coarsest uniformity finer than the usual one such that
the set of the real-valued uniform maps is an algebra. The problem
we are now going to investigate is to see if analogously for every uniform space pX there exists a coarsest uniformity v among the finer
ones than p for which the set of real-valued maps is an algebra.

get that
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Denote by p* the uniformity generated by the sub-basis of the coverfor every ordinal
U c- e. Put
ings f-1(91) with
and for every limit ordinal number
number a take ,ua+1
a put ¡..tOt
n lzfl; clearly the set of the uniformities p" is totally ordered.
=

=

LEMMA. If a p and orX
for every a.
quence

3.1

e %,

then

a

9*

and

as a conse-

PROOF.

the set

Indicate
3.2

03BCX be a uniform space.
(which necessarily induces the same topology

THEOREM.

Let

PROOF. Defined ¡.tor.

as

above,

has
as

a

mini-

It).

there exists

such that u~~+1 = It- since the set of ,ua is totally ordered and there
less than exp
uniformities. Put ap
(exp (card
we have
c
by
eR), therefore
U(,ua+1, eR)
theorem 1.3. Furthermore f!:./-l is the smallest element
by
lemma 3.1.
Later on we shall need the following interesting lemma:

(exp

are

X ) ~~

=

=

3.3 LEMMA. Let A be a commutative algebra over a field of
0, B a vector subspace of A . The vector space C spanned
the powers of the elements of B is an algebra.

characteristic

by

PROOF. We prove that C contains the elements of the
for any x, y E B, r, s E N. For n fixed we consider, for x,
i
0, 1, ... , n the following elements:

type

y c-

B and

=

ei e C and the matrix

the element ai,,

=

(n + 1 )

x

(n + 1) which in the entry (i, k) has

is invertible : in f act
°
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where a’,,,
2i’k and det (a:,k) * 0 because it is the determinant of
the
Vandermonde of the numbers 1, 2, ... , 2n. If we denote by
=

’

n

inverse of

(ai,k),

we

hence

have

By

an

i-O

inductive argument it can now be easily shown that if
distinct elements of B, then xi 1 ... xn~ belongs to C. ·
3.4 COROLLARY. The vector space
C(X) is an algebra.

PROOF. In fact

U(pX, QR)

... , x~

spanned by U(,uX, eR)

are

in

is closed under powers. -

3.5 COROLLARY. The algebra spanned in C(X) by U(,uX ) is conthen fl1 is the coarsest uniformity finer than
tained in
for which this situation occurs.

PROOF.

Trivial.

3.6 PROPOSITION.

m

Using

the notations of theorem

Take
and call
of the open intervals with radius
which refines both
and
4Y,, E
ordinal numbers
such that
and we have that
and
PROOF.

consisting

c-

c

3.2,

covering of R
N. There exist
and there are
Let a = sup an ; then
the

E

3.5

by corollary

f.gE

.

REMARK 5. We are unable to say wether 3.6 may be
in all the examples we have tested, we have found a

strengthened:
=

1.

The uniformity
may be reached by an alternative construction
of algebraic type: for every uniformity fllet p* be the weak uniformity
of the algebra generated by U(,uX ) in C(X ) : then set fio
fl, pa+1 ==
for every ordinal number, and if a is a limit ordinal number,
Corollary 3.5 shows that pa == fla for every ordinal num=

-

03B203B1

ber a, hence the two constructions proposed are quite equivalent.
We think that perhaps Hager refers to this second construction in
his paper [H]. In the same paper the author says that the assignation
a :
is a coreflection onto the category %: a direct proof of
this fact can be easily given.
3.7 LEMMA. Let f
U(fl* X, v* Y), hence to

belong

to

U(pX, vY);

U(,ulX, V1Y)’

then

f belongs

to

414

PROOF. Trivial.
3.8 PROPOSITION. a is
spaces onto %.

coreflection from the

By transfinite induction

PROOF.

namely for
hence a is

a

then
Furthermore if
a

fE

of uniform

it can be easily shown that if
for every ordinal number a,
vY) then f E
avY),

coreflection. 8

3.9 PROPOSITION.

category

,

The functor a commutes with the

completion.

PROOF. First observe that, if we indicate by
the completion
of the uniform space
is still an element of ~?,l, hence the
identity function of X is a map between apX and ~CX which extends
into
to a map from
On the other hand
induces
over X a uniformity v belonging to %(pX) therefore the identity function c :
is a map which extends to the completions. 0

We make

consideration about Rn

equipped with the usual
uniformity
employing techniques analogous to the ones used in
the proof of 1.1 and 1.2, we can describe the uniformity au = en which
turns out to be the weak uniformity of the functions dominated by
polynomials (with n variables): in fact the fundamental topic is to
show that a sub-basis for au is composed of the chains which satisfy
the condition *, where the interval [- k, k] is replaced by the closed
ball with center in the origin and radius k.
now a

u :

4. Prime and maximal ideals in

Owing to the features of the uniformities studied in this paper,
the problem of examinating the properties of the algebras of uniformly
continuous real-valued maps arises quite naturally. Such algebras
being both q-algebras and Riesz spaces, many results descend directly
from those theories.
DEFINITIONS. A totally ordered set X is said to be qi if for every
pair of subsets A, B such that A B and card (A u B) NI there
exists x E X such that A x
B ; if for every pair of non-empty
subsets A, B satisfying the previous conditions there exists x E X such
the set X is said to be q .,q,, ( =
that

415

In the

(see [HIJ]

following proposition
and

a

PROPOSITION. Let
maximal one; then:

i)

a

number of known facts

03BCX belong to 9ty

P

a

prime

ideal of

U(pX),

P is

absolutely convex in
is a totally ordered domain;
P( f ) ~ 0 if and only if
I (mod. P) ;
is a map of lattices;
P is contained in a unique maximal ideal;
U(,uX)/M is a real-closed field;

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii) U(,uX )/M
With

list

[GJ]):

4.1

.~1

we

regard
following:

is

to the

a

field.

quotients

we

may go

on

with the

THEOREM. Let A be a lattice-ordered sub-algebra of C(X )
a maximal ideal of A.
with 1, closed under bounded inversion,
Given s &#x3E; 0 belonging to A, put
and
0
for
is
some
Then
M(s) infinitely large if and
= (f e A :
nl.
if
only
4.2

=

proposition follows trivially.
a proper ideal. If M(s ) is
infinitely large, put g~ _ - ( (s - n) n 0 ~ and observe that gn is a
bounded function, so that 8 - n + gn cannot belong to if. Since
(s - n -~- gn) ’ g,~ = 0 it follows that gn E M for every n. Given f E 18
there exists E N such that f(Zn)
0, that is f vanishes on the zerothen
set of g,; by a simple calculation one sees that if
we conclude that f
By the equality f
belong to M.
PROOF. If s is a bounded function, the
Assume now s unbounded so that 1, is

=

gn
-

Conversely let gn be the functions defined
belong to 7g hence to .M, and since gn +
o
M(s +~)&#x3E;~.
4.3 THEOREM. Let

i)
ii)

The

following

above: the functions
we have M(s )
=

equivalent:
if;

are

R for every maximal ideal
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is the weak uniformity induced
iii) cp is precompact
the real-valued functions uniformly continuous on ftX).

i) =&#x3E; ii): if U(pX) contains
proper ideal and by theorem 4.2
maximal ideal
I, .
PROOF.

1~ is

a

an

is

by

all

unbounded function f ,
infinitely large for every

i): trivial.
=&#x3E; iii): if cp is not precompact, there exists a uniform covering cu,
cannot be refined by a
of R and a map f E U(,uX ) such that
finite uniform covering of cp. This necessarily implies that f is
ii)
ii)

=&#x3E;

unbounded.

iii)

=&#x3E;

ii): by definitions. 0

When U(,uX )/M is not the real field, it is an ordered field which contains a copy of R; naturally we wonder if, as it happens for the residue
fields of rings of real-valued continuous functions,
turns out
in the general case this question has a negative answer: in fact
to be
in view of 4.3 there are hyper-real quotient fields of
and all
of them have cofinality Ko : a cofinal countable set can be obtained
by If(m + x2n) for a maximal ideal .lkl’ and natural numbers m, n.
Incidentally we point out the following consequences of this observation :

,-,t) U(QR)
can

be

cannot be

isomorphic

to any

C(X ) ;

however this fact

proved directly;

b) all the quotient fields of
canoriically induced by the order:

are complete in the uniformity
in fact it can be easily shown
and not f}1 then it is complete;
(see [M] ) that if an ordered field is
hence in view of 4.1 vii)
if
[HIJ]) .1l1 is a maximal ideal of a
A.
and
is
not
w-algebra
?71 then it is complete (in the order uniAIM

(see

formity).

Using the techniques
partial result:
4.4 PROPOSITION. If
maximal ideal of U(,uX
is ~1.

of

13.7

[GJ]

ftX is
) such

a

we can

prove the

following

fine uniform space, ~il a
U(,uX )/M is not real, then

locally

that

PROOF. We omit the details; observe that if flLs is a uniform
covering of R of balls whose radius is g 1/2, with notations of [GJ] 13.7,

417

is
use

uniformly locally uniform,

4.2 to

see

We shall
trum Max

hence h

belongs

then

to

that

now

make
for

some

considerations about the maximal specequipped as usual with the hull-kernel

whose closed sets are
where I is an ideal of U(,uX). It is well known that Max ( U(,uX )
a compact Hausdorff space; the natural function ~: X - Max ( U(,uX))
defined by
If E U(,uX) : f (x) 01 is obviously 1-1 since U(pX)
Now recall
is dense in Max
separates points;
that a function between uniform spaces is said to be a d-map if the
preimages of two uniformly separated sets are uniformly separated
and a d-isomorphism if its inverse is a d-map too. Recall also that
in view of [1.2] II.3~, a function between precompact spaces is a uniform
isomorphism if and only if it is a d-isomorphism. Now we can state
the following:

topology

=

=

( U(,uX ) ) .

PROPOSITION.

4.5.

(defined

as

Let

pX belong

to

above) is a uniform isomorphism onto its
is the Samuel compactification of

image;

hence

By the previous remarks we shall prove that # is a
d-isomorphism. If A, B are (uniformly) separated in
they are contained in disjoint closed sets V(I), V(J) respectively,
E J such that i + j
hence there exist i E
1; then the functions
and
so that
on
vanish
respectively
i, j
either
function.
are
uniformly separated by
0-’(B)
PROOF.

-.--

Conversely if A, B are subsets of X and there exists i E
c V( (1- i))
c Y((2)),
such that i(A) = o, i(B) = 1, then
and Y((i)) n Y((1- i))
0.
hence
is the completion
As a consequence Max
the Samuel compactification of
=
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